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ABSTRACT 
This feature within the Cat® ECS 100 / Cat ECS 200 / EMCP 4 
provides a method to reduce clearing time of arc flash energy.  
This feature is flexible enough to take into account complex  
Coordination studies but can easily accommodate simple systems. 
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BACKGROUND 
Since 2014, NFPA 70, Section 240.87 (Arc Energy Reduction), has required a method to reduce clearing time of arc flash energy. This 
applies when the highest continuous-current trip setting for which the actual overcurrent device installed in a circuit breaker is rated, or 
can be adjusted to 1200 A or higher. 

The basic intent is to protect personnel working near energized equipment through a reduction of the arc flash hazard by limiting the 
duration of fault current. This can be accomplished with a lowered instantaneous trip setting in the overcurrent device. 

As per NFPA 70, Section 240.87, “An instantaneous trip is a function that causes a circuit breaker to trip with no intentional delay when 
currents exceed the instantaneous trip setting or current level. If arcing currents are above the instantaneous trip level, the circuit 
breaker will trip in the minimum possible time.” 

The Arc Flash Energy Reducing Maintenance Mode feature within the Cat ECS 100 / Cat ECS 200 / EMCP 4 is intended to help a generator set’s 
installation meet the 2017 edition of NFPA 70, Section 240.87 (Arc Energy Reduction). This feature applies to Cat ECS 100, Cat ECS 200, EMCP 
4.2B, 4.3 and 4.4 with software version 4.8 or higher. Programming can be done via the Cat ECS / EMCP screen or with Cat® Electronic Technician 
(ET). This feature is designed for use with the Internal Voltage Regulator within the Cat ECS 100 / Cat ECS 200 / EMCP 4 but is also compatible 
with the CDVR. 
 
In order to minimize the arc flash energy, the instantaneous trip setting of the overcurrent device should be set below the expected arc 
fault value. Keep in mind that the arc fault value is just a portion of the available fault current and will depend on voltage. In addition, 
the sensing equipment must be able to measure up to the expected arc fault current. This may require a change to the existing sensing 
equipment. 

To fulfill the requirements of NFPA 70, an alternate instantaneous overcurrent set point can be applied. This alternate set point comes 
with a couple of considerations. Firstly, the expected value of the arcing current must be determined. NFPA 70, Section 240.87 references 
IEEE 1584™, 2002 - IEEE Guide for Performing Arc Flash Hazard Calculations, as an available method to provide guidance in determining 
arcing current. More complex systems may require a more detailed study to determine the anticipated arc fault current. Secondly, the 
lower instantaneous overcurrent setting must always be below the anticipated arc fault level. This may be an acceptable solution unless 
a coordination study requires the instantaneous setting to be higher than the expected arc fault value. 

A few notes on coordination studies: 

• In order to properly determine the instantaneous trip setting for Maintenance Mode, both a coordination study and an arc flash hazard study must 
be performed. The arc flash study will provide the information needed to determine the new instantaneous trip setting while the coordination study 
will determine the effect on other downstream devices with the new setting. An evaluation must be done to both maximize the system safety and 
minimize the impact on the system coordination. 
 

• Where the NEC requires Selective Coordination, be aware that the coordination study and the new set point as determined by the arc flash study 
may conflict. This is because it is common for the Selective Coordination to set up devices where the instantaneous settings are greater than the 
available fault current, which is also above the potential arc fault current. In those cases, other methods cited in 240.87 may be needed to satisfy 
the code. In other words, a coordination study may recommend trip settings be raised on a breaker, but the higher setting may allow larger fault 
current if there is a fault on the system, thus being in direct conflict with the intent of lowering arc fault current. 

 
• A full coordination and arc flash study should consider both the prospective arc fault current as well as the inrush and transient load surges to 

ensure that nuisance tripping will not occur. This could be due to large motor starting or energizing transformers, for example. 
 

DETAILS 
The controller Arc Flash Energy Reducing Maintenance Mode feature provides a method to reduce clearing time via two functions that 
work together. 
 
1. A means to accept an energy-reducing maintenance switch and provide means to connect a local status indicator. 
2. An instantaneous overcurrent setting that can be set below the available arcing current 
 
Function 1 is accomplished with new set points within the controller Digital Inputs and Digital/Relay Outputs. Digital Inputs can be 
programmed for “Maintenance Mode Command” as a Command/Status parameter. This can be set to “Active High” or “Active Low.” 
When active, this feature removes intentional delay in the trip time for the circuit breaker trip. This reduces the clearing time when a 
worker is within the arc flash boundary defined in NFPA 70E. When deactivated, the breaker trip setting reverts to the previous values. 
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Digital/Relay Outputs can be programmed as “Maintenance Mode Active” to allow for wiring of an external status indicator (e.g., light). 
When the Arc Flash Energy Reducing Maintenance Mode is activated from a programmed input, this output will become active. The local 
Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) will have final word on the details of the external indicator installation. 
 
Note: Event Response Configuration is NOT supported for this event. 
 
Function 2 is accomplished with a new set point within the controller. In the Cat ECS / EMCP screens (Main Menu => Configure => All Setpoints => 
Gen Monitor/Protect => Generator Overcurrent) is the Maintenance Mode Definite Time Overcurrent Shutdown Percentage Threshold parameter. 
This parameter is also found in Cat ET under the Generator Current Monitoring group of parameters. This parameter has a default value of 150% 
and can be set between 100% and 3200% (of rated current). The final programmed value will depend on the system study. There is no adjustable 
time delay associated with this set point and it does not interfere with the existing overcurrent set point. It will activate as soon as the output current 
reaches the programmed percentage. The controller will trigger a Hard Shutdown and disable excitation with no intentional delay. This shutdown will 
trigger the same SPN-FMI combination as the normal overcurrent (2448-0). 
 
Note: When the controller Arc Flash Energy Reducing Maintenance Mode feature is active, this set point works in parallel with all other Definite and 
Inverse time overcurrent set points in the Cat ECS / EMCP . This means that the most conservative set points will take precedence. 
 
Note: Event Response Configuration is NOT supported for this event. 
 
COMPATIBILITY WITH CDVR 
The controller Arc Flash Energy Reducing Maintenance Mode feature also works with the CDVR, but with some differences. The following steps 
need to be taken to take advantage of this feature with the CDVR: 
 
1. Additional wiring is required between a Cat ECS / EMCP Digital/Relay Output and the Disable Excitation input on the CDVR (bringing the CDVR 

Contact Sense – Excitation Disable pin to the same voltage as the CDVR Contact Sense – Common pin). This also means that no time delay is 
available within the CDVR to disable excitation when triggered from the Cat ECS / EMCP output. 

 
2. The Maintenance Mode Definite Time Overcurrent Shutdown Percentage Threshold in the Cat ECS / EMCP should be programmed according to 

the site needs with the Maintenance Mode enabled via a Digital Input. The Digital or Relay Output in Step 1 should be programmed for Common 
Shutdown. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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